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Abstract

Outlier detection plays an important role within the IVS combination. Even if the original data is
the same for all contributing Analysis Centers (AC), the analyzed data shows differences due to analysis
software characteristics. The treatment of outliers is thus a fine line between keeping data heterogeneity
and elimination of real outliers. Robust outlier detection based on the Least Median Square (LMS) is
used within the IVS combination. This method allows reliable outlier detection with a small number
of input parameters. A similar problem arises for the weighting of the individual solutions within
the combination process. The variance component estimation (VCE) is used to control the weighting
factor for each AC. The Operator-Software-Impact (OSI) method takes into account that the analyzed
data is strongly influenced by the software and the responsible operator. It allows to make the VCE
more sensitive to the diverse input data. This method has already been set up within GNSS data
analysis as well as the analysis of troposphere data. The benefit of an OSI realization within the VLBI
combination and its potential in weighting factor determination has not been investigated before.

1. Introduction

Outliers distort the results of a least squares adjustment, if the estimator is not robust. In
particular, leverage points involve useless results. Therefore, alternative methods, which are highly
resistant to leverage points, have to be introduced for outlier detection. The Least Median of Square
method (LMS) leads to a robust estimator and is implemented within the IVS combination. A
robust outlier detection provides reliable data (random errors excepted) which is used for a variance
component estimation. Precedent studies showed that the “formal error” of the combined solution
is underestimated with respect to the individual solutions [2]. Applying the Operator-Software-
Impact method (OSI) to the VLBI combination is a first attempt to numerically confirm the
empirically determined scaling factor of

√
2.

2. Least Median of Square

[7] evaluates different robust estimators in the field of VLBI data analysis and concludes that the
so-called BIBER estimator by [12] is an efficient and reliable estimator. During the preprocessing
of the combination, the comparable data is limited to the number of contributing ACs. Hence, only
a consistent check of earth orientation parameters (EOP) and station coordinates can be carried
out. An employment of the BIBER estimator promises no prospect of improvement, because this
estimator copes with a number of outliers of about 10-40% [8], [10]. If four solutions are available,
this limit is reached if one of them is an outlier. LMS is a robust estimator with a theoretical
breakdown point of 50% [9]. This means the LMS provides reliable results even if up to 50% of
contaminated data exist. The objective function is given by
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min med
i

v2
i (1)

where v is the vector of residuals. Outliers or leverage points ∇i can be identified by comparing
the robust standardized residuals to a given threshold k

∇i =

{
false, if |vi| ≤ kσLMS

true, otherwise
(2)

with

σLMS = 1.4826

(
1 +

5

n− u

)√
min med

i
v2
i (3)

where n and u depict the number of observations and unknowns, respectively [9]. If outliers are
detected and the parameters are assuredly wrong, the associated AC will be excluded from the
combination.

3. Weighting Strategies

The ACs are producing independently analyzed data, although the input data is similar. This
means that no accuracy relations between the observations (i.e., the individual solutions of the
ACs) in terms of co-factor matrices are given. Individual (group) weighting factors are introduced
via variance component estimation [5]. Two approaches of VCE are applicable: with respect to the
observation, and with pseudo observations. For the group definition every AC can be defined as
one group, or, taking into account similarities between analysis software used by the ACs, groups
are defined by uniting ACs which use the same software package. The latter approach better
reflects the effective influence of the analyzed data.

3.1. Variance Component Estimation with Respect to the Observations (VCEO)

[5] proposes a method to estimate the variance components of observation sets which are
stochastically independent. The observation vector lc is given by

lc = (l1 l2 · · · ln)T (4)

where each li describes a grouped observation subset of lc. If the li are uncorrelated, the stochastic
model Cc = P−1

c has a block diagonal structure.

Cc = blockdiag
(
σ21Q1 σ

2
2Q2 · · · σ2nQn

)
(5)

Together with the design matrix Ac, which contains the partial derivative with respect to the
unknown parameters xc, the solution of the normal equation can be written as

xc =
(
AT
c PcAc

)−1
AT
c Pclc = N−1

c nc (6)

and the variance components for each observation set can be derived by
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σ2i =
vTi Pivi
ri

=
(Aixc − li)

T Pi (Aixc − li)

ni − trace
(
N−1
c AT

i PiAi

) =
xTc Nixc − 2xTc ni + lTi Pili

ni − trace
(
N−1
c Ni

) (7)

where v is the vector of residuals, r the part of redundancy, and n the number of observations.
Förstner’s method can be applied, if the system of normal equations ni = Nixi, the weighted sum
of reduced observations lTi Pili, and the number of observations ni are given.

3.2. Variance Component Estimation with Pseudo Observations (VCEP)

Another way to estimate variance components is to treat each single solution xi = li as the
realization of a stochastic process, whereas N−1

i is considered as covariance matrix of li. Thus, the
combination can be interpreted as weighted mean with a simple functional model Ac

Ac = Jn,1 ⊗ In (8)

where Jn,1 is a n× 1 matrix of ones, In refers to the n×n identity matrix, and n is the number of
observations. Again, the stochastic model (9) has block diagonal structure and is made up of Ni.
Therefore, Förstner’s method can be applied by solving (6) and (7).

Cc = blockdiag
(
σ21N

−1
1 σ22N

−1
2 · · · σ2nN−1

n

)
(9)

Both approaches are implemented within the IVS combination. Practically, the VCEO ap-
proach has a lower computing time, but the VCEP approach better reflects the real proportion of
the influences of the data input.

3.3. First Investigation with Operator-Software-Impact (OSI)

Förstner’s method is suggested by [11] for intra-technique combination. The assumption is that
due to the different treatment of the observations by the ACs, the resulting normal equations Ni

are independent, although each AC analyzes the same initial observations. [2] introduced VCEO
into the combination process at the level of normal equations. Within the VCEO as well as within
the VCEP, independent normal equations are assumed, which cannot be ensured. [7] suggests an
advanced analysis method called Operator-Software-Impact (OSI) method. The basic strategy is
to split up the vector of observations li in the following way

li = linit + δli (10)

linit describes the initial observations and δli denotes the additional modification of linit due to
individual reduction and correction steps at each AC. linit and δli are uncorrelated pair by pair.

Cosi = σ20


Qlinitlinit

+ Qδl1δl1 Qlinitlinit
Qlinitlinit

Qlinitlinit

Qlinitlinit
Qlinitlinit

+ Qδl2δl2 Qlinitlinit
Qlinitlinit

Qlinitlinit
Qlinitlinit

. . .
...

Qlinitlinit
Qlinitlinit

· · · Qlinitlinit
+ Qδlnδln

 (11)

While linit is used by each AC, δli considers the influence of the individual AC as random
noise with zero mean. As seen above, the OSI models the different analysis strategies as stochastic
effect.
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In Equation (11) Qlinitlinit
can be produced by the law of error propagation. In general,

the matrix Qδl1δl1 is unknown. Therefore, [7] propose two possible mathematical approaches to
complete the stochastic model Cosi with the OSI-parameters α2

i > 0.

Qδliδli = α2
i I or Qδliδli = α2

iQlinitlinit
(12)

To quantify the individual OSI-parameters α2
i , a variance component estimation of Helmert

type can be applied [1], [3].

Cosi = σ2linit

 Qlinitlinit
· · · Qlinitlinit

...
. . .

...
Qlinitlinit

· · · Qlinitlinit

+σ2δl1

 Qδl1δl1 0

0 0

+ · · ·+σ2δln

 0 0

0 Qδlnδln


(13)

According to [4] and [6], the individual OSI-parameters are given through(
α2
1 α

2
2 · · · α2

n

)T = σ−2
linit

(
σ2δl1 σ

2
δl2
· · · σ2δln

)T (14)

Finally, the α2
i has to be introduced to the conventional accumulated combination to correct

the estimated covariance matrix N−1
c . The relationship fosi between the traditional accumulated

combination approach and the OSI combination approach is given by [4]

fosi =
f1
f2
, f1 = 1 +

1
n∑
i=1

1
α2
i

, f2 =
1

n∑
i=1

1
1+α2

i

(15)

and in conclusion

Nosi =
1

fosi
Nc (16)

Figure 1 shows the scaling factor fosi estimated with the OSI method.

Figure 1. Scaling factor for one year of data for combined solution estimated with OSI.

4. Summary and Outlook

Introducing the LMS into the outlier test procedure leads to a robust and reliable outlier de-
tection within the VLBI combination even if the number of observations is small. Regardless of
the independent normal equations, the use of VCEO increases the degree of freedom dispropor-
tionately high, because the number of initial observations is multiplied by the number of ACs
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and treated as independent observations. The VCEP method does not use information about
the number of initial observations during the variance component estimation. Unfortunately, the
convergence of VCEP is noticeably inferior and sometimes fails. The aim of the OSI method was
to proof the empirically determined scaling factor (

√
2) for the combined solution with respect to

the individual solution as described in [2]. A first investigation of the OSI method for the VLBI
combination showed a slightly lower influences factor of 1.1 to 1.2. Improving weighting strategies
and investigating the individual influences of the contributing ACs will be continued at BKG.
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